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Introduction 

M E N T O R S  A R E  P E O P L E  

 have a passion for people. 

 lead balanced lives and have 
suitable academic records. 

 are role models for fellow stu-
dents. 

 are actively involved in universi-
ty activities. 

 are caring   by nature, approach-
able and not judgemental. 

 will meet their responsibilities 
and be punctual. 
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Congratulations on being appointed as a mentor! 
Being a good mentor can often be quite a chal-
lenging task with many responsibilities, but it will 
most certainly also be a very fulfilling experience. 
You already possess many of the skills that a 
mentor should have, which is why you were ap-
pointed.  
 

However, being a mentor is also a journey which 
gives you the opportunity to grow and learn as a 
person and as a leader. 

This document is intended to give you a better 
idea of what will be expected of you and serves 
as a source of reference during the year. Keep in 
mind that this is by no means everything you 
need to know. A lot of the detail of the mentor 
programme will depend on the way things are 
done in your individual residence/PSO  and clus-
ters. You will also receive regular training and 
guidance about responsibilities as the year pro-
gresses. 

S T E L L E N B O S C H  U N I V E R S I T Y  R E S E D  M E N T O R  M A N I F E S T O   

Building community through building relationships  
Our vision is: To see lives meaningfully changed through a culture of interactive 
learning and living where everyone helps, learns from and cares about each other  

We see our vision happening through:  
 

- building relationships of mutual trust and learning  

- celebrating and appreciating people  

- celebrating success and focusing on what works well  

- communicating well and often  

- allowing freedom of choice  

The nature of the ResEd mentor programme is:  
 

- relational  

- personal  

- based on trust  

- informal  

 

In these aspects lies the strength of what we do.  
 

Compiled by the attendants of the Head Mentor Strategic Camp held 20-22 July 2012 at Stellenbosch University 

M E N T O R S  S H O U L D :  

 Be able to direct mentees to the cor-

rect people if they are unable to 
assist. 

 Provide special support to your over-

whelmed mentees. 

 Facilitate a number of goal driven 

discussions. 

 Keep parents informed about stu-

dents’ adaption.  

 Build re latio ns hip s  with your 
mentees. 

 Develop their own leadership quali-

ties. 



The mentor system does not only focus on academ-
ics, but includes all aspects of a student’s university 
experience. As a mentor you have the privilege and 
responsibility to build a relationship of trust with your 
mentees and become a friend to them, not just po-
lice their academic performance. It is only when 
there is trust that someone will be honest with you 
and come to you with problems.  

Use your initiative and 
organise to do 
something fun as a 
group or take your 
mentees somewhere.  
 

This is completely up to you and your mentees and 
you can even ask them to come forward with sug-
gestions to the first years.  

SOCIAL SPHERE  
Just be sure to inform the HK and 
consider the timing very carefully 

so that all your mentees are able to 

attend. 
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Mentors are not tutors and it is not required of you to 
explain your mentees’ academic work to them. If it is 
something small and you are able to assist you can 
(this is why it helps having mentees from the same 
faculty as yourself),  but this is not your job.  
 
If students genuinely struggle with a subject, encour-
age them to get help from tutors on campus. If there 
is a group of mentees in your house that all struggle 

with the same subject you may want to consider ask-
ing senior students to assist them. You can work with 
the HK and/or house head  to organise formal study 
groups  or you can simply give the contact details of 
willing seniors to the first years. 

ACADEMIC SPHERE  
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Wellness 
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   WELL-wheel 

Spiritueel 

Intellektueel 

Loopbaan 

Fisiek Emosioneel 

Sosiaal 

F 

Die sogenaamde “welwiel’’ is ’n visuele voorstelling van en metafoor vir ’n mens op jou lewenspad wat oor op
- en afdraandes gaan. Om suksesvol oor jou lewenspad na jou einddoel te beweeg waar ’n mens kan floreer 
en graag wil wees, vereis dat jy deurlopend al ses van jou welwiel se kompartemente (die ses dimensies van 
ons welwees, naamlik die intellektuele, emosionele, fisiese, loopbaan-, spirituele en sosiale dimensies) styf 

gepomp moet hou sodat jou lewenswiel maklik en sonder te veel stampe en terugslae oor al die “gate, klippe 
en slote” van jou lewenspad kan rol. Indien een of meer van die kompartemente (dimensies) van jou welwiel 
pap is, sal dit die vordering na jou lewensdoel nadelig beïnvloed en selfs verhoed! Om suksesvol opwaarts te 
beweeg, moet ’n mens dus deurlopend jou welwees bevorder deur onder andere ook goed te luister, goed te 

leer en die ses welweesdimensies positief uit te leef. 

 
The so-called “well-wheel” is a visual representation of and metaphor for a person on his or her life’s journey 
over all the ups and downs of life. To move successfully over life’s metaphorical road towards your end goal 
where one can flourish and where one wants to be, requires that one continuously keeps all six of your well-

wheel compartments (the six dimensions of wellness, namely the intellectual, emotional, physical, 
occupational, spiritual and social dimensions) firmly pumped up in order for your well-wheel to roll easily over 
holes, ditches and stones, without too many bumps and setbacks, towards your end goal. If one or more of 
your well-wheel’s compartments (dimensions) are flat it will adversly affect your journey to your end goal or 
even prevent you from reaching it. To move successfully towards your end goal, one should continuously 
enhance your wellness by, amongst other things, listening well, learning well and living the six wellness 

dimensions positively. 
 



Mediated Learning Experience 
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LUISTER 

LEEF 

LEER 

Intentionality and Reciprocity 

Meaning 

Transcendence 

Competence 

Selfregulation and  
Control of behaviour 
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Notes...  



1a) Your mentees 
The people it’s all about! 
1b)  Head mentor 

The head mentor has a special communicative and 
administrative role to fulfill in your residence/PSO. In 
general, communication with regards to the mentor 
programme will come to you via the head mentor. 
The head mentor also represents the rest of the 
mentors at certain events such as cluster hub meet-
ings and the head mentor forum. 

1c) Head Mentor Forum 
The head mentor forum is an initiative which was start-
ed at the end of 2011. This forum allows all the head 
mentors to meet regularly and to discuss matters 
which they deem as relevant to the mentor pro-
gramme. It is a networking opportunity as well as a 
means to give feedback back to different university 
structures on what works and what doesn’t on ground 
level. 

 
As mentor, you will mostly relate to the HK of academics/ mentors 
of your house, even though there may be occasions which you relate with 

other HK members such as the prim or welcoming week HK as well. You 
are not directly accountable to the HK but you need to work closely with 

them. Different houses have found different ways according to which this 
relationship works best. The main thing to remember is that you and the HK 
are working together on the same team with regards to the successful adjust-
ment of first years to the university.  

3a) Residence Heads 
How the mentor systems functions in each house is 
subject to the residence or visiting head of that 
house. Some heads prefer to be closely involved 
with hands-on management while others leave more 
room for HKs, head mentors and/or mentors to fol-
low what works for them. Whatever the case, you 
can go to your residence head with any questions 
you have with regards to your responsibilities and 
how to carry them out. It is also very important to 
involve the residence head if you pick up that any of 
your mentees are having problems that need to be 
dealt with in any way. 
 

3b) Visiting Heads 

The visiting head fulfills the same function in a PSO 

as the residence head does in a res. However, be-

cause of the unique challenges of PSO, the cluster 

coordinator (4a) performs a supporting function with 

regards to mentors in a PSO. Again, the exact divi-

sion of responsibilities and functions between clus-

ter coordinator and visiting head differs from PSO to 

PSO and cluster to cluster. In general, contact your 

visiting head first with any concerns and if they are 

not available or able to help you, contact your clus-

ter coordinator. 

        INTERNAL MENTOR STRUCTURE  

HK (HOUSE COMMITTEE) 

“If you as a house are having prob-
lems with the mentor/HK relations, 

speak to your res/visiting head 
about it and consider asking 

around to hear what works in other 
houses” 

          HOUSE HEADS  

   PEOPLE YOU work with 

Note:  
The numbering in this section corresponds to the communicative diagram of the mentor structure.  

Contact details for the people/parties mentioned here are listed at the end of the section. 
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CSC is where all the lines of the mentor programme meet on the level of university management. 

They determine what the mentor programme should be like. As director of CSC, Pieter Kloppers (5a) 

has the final say over what happens with regards to mentors on campus. However, the day-to-day man-

agement as well as all administrative matters are handled by Munita Dunn (5b), the deputy director, 

and the mentor coordinator (5c). 

Admin Buildings 
All the administrative aspects of university life 
is situated in the Admin buildings. The two most 
important contact points between you as mentor 
and admin is with regards to registration and bur-
saries. If you are unsure about where to find any 
person or department in Admin, the best place is 
to start at Reception in Admin A where you will be 
directed elsewhere. 
 

Registration 

All student register at Admin A. This happens dur-
ing welcoming and will be covered at length later 
in the manual. 

Bursaries 

Mentees often battle to sort out their bursaries. This 

comes up during registration in the beginning of the 

year, as well as later. The bursary office of the uni-

versity is part of Admin and is where you go to sort 

this out. How to handle problems with bursaries will 

also be covered later in the manual. 

4a) Cluster Coordinator 
In addition to being res head of one of the houses 
in a cluster, the cluster coordinator is a full-time 
university staff member with the job of coordinat-
ing all cluster activities. Because the mentor sys-
tem forms a large part of cluster activities, you will 
often come into contact with your cluster coordi-
nator at trainings and meetings. Because the 
cluster coordinators are involved with determining 
what the mentor system of the university should 
be like, this is a good person to contact if you 
have problems with how the mentor programme 
as a system function in your house. 
 
 
 

 

 

4b) Cluster convener               

The cluster convener is a senior student who gets 

appointed for a year term (extending from Sep-

tember to the next December with an overlap in 

leadership) who plays a special role in coordinat-

ing and streamlining the student-aspect of all 

cluster activities. As such the cluster convener 

works with the HK members of all the houses as 

well as the mentors. The cluster convener will 

most often communicate with the head mentors. 

They will also likely be involved with mentor train-

ing. The cluster convener is a good person to 

contact if you want a student perspective or stu-

dent help with any problem or issue. The cluster 

conveners all also attend the head mentor forum. 

CLUSTER 

  CENTRE FOR STUDENT STRUCTURES AND COMMUNITIES (CSC) 

ADMIN 
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 Consider approaching the cluster coordina-

tor or convener to help create cluster study 
groups.  



The First year Academy is specifically focused on doing research and giving insight on how to 
ensure the success of first year students. Even though you do not have direct contact with them, it is 
good for you to know that they give input on how the mentor programme should be structured as well 
as have contact with all the faculties. 

The Language Centre provides support for all students with regards to 

language – whether it is writing skills, problems because of a certain 

language (e.g. international students with Afrikaans) or anything 

else. This is an important resource which you can refer your 

mentees to. 

  FIRST YEAR ACADEMY 

The CSCD provides emotional and psychological support for all students on campus – which include you 

as mentor as well as your mentees. You can attend their workshops on personal development yourself as 

well as refer your mentees to them. They also provide counseling free of charge for all students. 

CENTRE OF STUDENT COUNSELLING AND  
DEVELOPMENT (CSCD) 

  LANGUAGE CENTRE  

“Brochures on the Language  
Centre can be found at the 

CSCD reception” 
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      FACULTIES 

Even though you probably study the same or a similar degree as most of your mentees, you are a men-
tor and not an academic tutor. You do not have to know everything about the courses of each of your 
mentees or provide them with help in all their subjects. You simply have to help them come into contact 
with the people in their faculty who can help them with this. The faculty secretary is helpful with any 

questions about degrees and subjects. The name and contact details of the faculty secretary can be 
found in the Faculty Booklet  (available from Reception at Admin A). Information about the tutor pro-
gramme of a specific faculty can also be found it.  



  communicative diagram    for mentors  
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  CONTACT details 
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REASON WHY YOU 
ARE REFERRING 

PLACE TO REFER CONTACT PERSON 
CONTACT DETAILS AND AD-

DRESS 

ACADEMIC: strug-
gling with academic 
writing 

The Writing Lab at the 
Language Centre 

Anne-Mari Lackay 

021 – 808 2989  
amlackay@sun.ac.za 
Crozier Street (number 22 on 
the campus map) 

ACADEMIC: 
problems in a spe-
cific module 

Always encourage your 
mentee to go to the spe-
cific lecturer or tutor for 
the module first. 
 

If neither the lecture nor 
tutor can help, you can 
contact the Academic 
Support Staff member 
for firstyears within the 
faculty. (Contact details 
listed per faculty in the 
adjacent block.) 

Arts 
Anita Jonker                 
axjonker@sun.ac.za 

Education 
Trevor van Louw         
vanlouwt@sun.ac.za 

Law 
Bradley Greenhalgh     
bradleyg@sun.ac.za 

Natural Sciences 
Wilma Wagener          
ww@sun.ac.za 

Agricultural Sciences 
Natasja Brown             
nbro@sun.ac.za 

Economic Sciences 
Ilze Gelderblom 
ilzeg@sun.ac.za 

Engineering 
Minaar Pienaar                   
mop@sun.ac.za 

Health Sciences 
Alwyn Louw                 
ajnlouw@sun.ac.za 

Military Sciences 
Juanita Coetzee            
juanitacoetzee@maz.sun.ac.za 

Theology 
Shantelle Weber          
smweber@sun.ac.za 

ACADEMIC: 
Academic queries 
(for example HEMIS) 

The Academic Affairs 
Council 

Chrisna Robbertse chrisnar@sun.ac.za 

BURSARIES 
Financial Aid Office / 
Bursaries and Loans, 
Administration A 

General Queries 
  
  

Bianca Damon            
bianca5@sun.ac.za 
(at the reception desk at Bursaries 
and Loans) 

TYPE OF BURSARY: 

Sheila Brand, 
Bloemhof Trust, Funza 
Lushaka, Escom, Mer-
its, Senior Recruitment 

Freda Niemann          
fn@sun.ac.za 
(Room A2068b) 

NSFAS, Social Devel-
opment, Agriculture, 
Eastern Cape Scholar, 
Forestry, GT Ferreira, 
ABASA 

Lynette Williams       
lrw@sun.ac.za 
(Room A2061) 

Recruitment First Year, 
US Loans, New Set-
tlers, Departmental 
Bursaries, Nedbank 

Sharon Lyners        
slyners@sun.ac.za 
(Room A2068a) 
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CHANGE OF 
COURSE 

The Faculty Secretary 
(Administration A) 

Arts 
  

MC Loxton                      
mcl@sun.ac.za 

Education 
  

E Louwrens                      
eel@sun.ac.za 

                            

Law 
  

SJG Cornelissen              
shirle@sun.ac.za 

Natural Sciences 
  

BP Abels                         
bpa@sun.ac.za 

Agricultural Sciences 
  

G Gamiet                        
ghgamiet@sun.ac.za 

Economic Sciences 
  

N Daniels                        
ndaniels@sun.ac.za 

Engineering 
  

N Hartzenberg 
nicolepa@sun.ac.za 

Health Sciences 
  

JE Coetzer 
jco@sun.ac.za 

ZB Jansen 
zj@sun.ac.za 

Theology 
SJG Cornelissen              
shirle@sun.ac.za 

CRISIS 
(emotional) 

Centre for Student 
Counselling and  

Development: Crisis Line 

A Psychologist will be 
on call 

082 557 0880 
Victoria Street 
(number 8 on campus map) 

HEALTH CARE 
(medical care, 

health promotion, 
preventative care, 
sports medicine) 

Campus Health Service The secretary on duty 

021 – 808 3496 / 3494 
7 Claassen Street 
(between Heemstede and 
Metanoia residences) 

INTERNATIONAL 
STUDENTS 

International Office 
(International Office is 

situated under the bridge 
between Admin A and B) 

General Queries 021 – 808 2565 

 

Emergency Number 
(24h) 

082 816 5694 

Undergraduate Stu-
dents: 

Carmelita Talmarkes 

021 – 808 2910 
ctalmarkes@sun.ac.za 

Postgraduate Stu-
dents: 

Sanchia van Staden 

021 – 808 2566  
sanchia@sun.ac.za 

Afrikaans module for 
international stu-

dents: 
Vernita Beukes 

021 – 808 2636 
vbeukes@sun.ac.za 
(situated at the Language Centre) 

MENTOR PRO-
GRAMME ADMIN-
ISTRATION (any 

queries which your 
house head or clus-
ter coordinator can’t 

answer) 

Centre for Student  
Structures and  
Communities 

Munita Dunn 

021 – 808 2028 
mdunn@sun.ac.za  
Admin A Room 2008 

PLACEMENTS in a 
residence 

Males: 
Daleen Kuipers 

mkuipers@sun.ac.za 

 Room 2012, Admin A Career advice, admis-

sion and res placements,  Females: 
Mary Hendrikse 

mary@sun.ac.za 

 Room 2015B, Admin A 

LEADERSHIP DE-
VELOPMENT AND 

TRAINING 

  
Frederik Van Zyl Slab-

bert Institute 

Sanet van Zyl 
021 – 808 2312 
sanetvz@sun.ac.za 

PERSONAL DEVEL-
OPMENT 

Centre for Student 
Counselling and  

Development 
The secretary on duty 

021 – 808 4707 
cdc@sun.ac.za 

Victoria Street 
(number 8 on campus map) 
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PRIVATE LODGING 
(should you be looking for a list of 

private accommodation) 

Housing Office Mathilda Bekaardt 
mbekaardt@sun.ac.za 

 

SAFETY Campus Security Officer on call 
  
021 – 808 4666 
  

SPORT 
Sport Performance Insti-

tute 
The secretary on duty 

021 – 808 4731 
suspi@sun.ac.za 
(near University Gymnasium) 

WELLNESS 
(social work issues, first genera-

tion students, etc) 

Centre for Student 
Counselling and  

Development 

Lizzie Witbooi 
(social worker) 

021 – 808 4511 
lgwitbooi@sun.ac.za 
  

STUDENTS WITH 
SPECIAL NEEDS 

Centre for Student 
Counselling and  

Development 
Marcia Lyner-Cleophas 

021 – 808 4707 
cleophas@sun.ac.za 
Victoria Street (number 8 on  
campus map) 

POLICE 
021 809 5000 
Corner of Bergzicht and du Toit street, Stellenbosch 

STELLENBOSCH 
MEDI-CLINIC 

021 886 9999 
021 861 2000 

AMBULANCE 
10177 
021 883 3444 

FIRE & RESCUE 
021 808 8888 
021 887 1333 
021 808 8890 

  CLUSTER CONTACT details 
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CLUSTER RESIDENCES COORDINATOR CONVENER CONVENER 

AMAMATIES 
(MAROON) 

Serruria, Nemesia, Erica, Liber-
tas, Helderberg, Equité, Huis 

Neethling 

Benita van Zyl 
X2461 
benitavz@sun.ac.za 

Monet Nel 
076 471 7560 
16948114@sun.ac.za 

Teri Olivier 
083 275 7917 
17151430@sun.ac.za 

RUBIX 
(RED) 

Nerina, Metanoia, Pieke, Heem-
stede, Venustia, Huis Ubuntu 

(STAG) 

Annette du Plessis 
X2460 
nerina2@sun.ac.za 

Lelethu Stuurman 
083 572 8862 
17506077@sun.ac.za 

Christine strauss 
082 052 8423 
16440994@sun.ac.za 

TYGERBERG 
(BLUE) 

Kerkenberg, Hippokrates, Huis 
Francie van Zijl, Meerhof, 

Tygerberg Osler PSO 

Johan Groenewald 
021 938 9148 
johang@sun.ac.za 

Andeleen 
Steenkamp 
084 514 3127 
16535995@sun.ac.za 

Evert Janse van 
Rensburg 
083 657 4108 
15825957@sun.ac.za 

VALIDUS 
(ORANGE) 

Goldfields, Concordia, Huis Mac-
donald, Academia, Huis Visser, 

Huis Marais, Simonsberg, Lobelia, 
ISA, Olympus 

Noel Bekkers 
X2452 
noelbek@sun.ac.za 

Orielle Gomes 
078 509 7676 
17264138@sun.ac.za 

Jolizna Carstens 
071 252 2976 
17024013@sun.ac.za 

VICMEYER 
(YELLOW) 

Huis ten Bosch, Lydia, Minerva, 
Aurora, Majuba, Dagbreek 

Mariëtha Lemmer 
X2453 
minerva2@sun.ac.za 

Ferdi Boll 
082 670 3773 
16527860@sun.ac.za 

Sané v d Merwe 
079 158 0672 
17026474@sun.ac.za 

VICTORIA 
(BLACK) 

Monica, Harmonie, Huis de Vil-
liers, Oude Molen, Wilgenhof, 

Silene 

Marianne de Villiers 
X2455 
monica2@sun.ac.za 

Claire Kotze 
083 643 0121 
17004381@sun.ac.za 

Arthur Witfield 
082 825 6786 
17051045@sun.ac.za 

WIMBLEDON 
(GREEN) 

Eendrag, Irene, Aristea, Sonop, 
Helshoogte, Vesta, Nuwe Gen-

erasie Koshuis 

Riana Engelbrecht 
X2445 
rianae@sun.ac.za 

Cassandra Nel 
079 508 9352 
17090881@sun.ac.za 

Lise Barnard 
073 456 9650 
16438094@sun.ac.za 

Make use of Cluster Conveners 
before approaching Cluster  

Coordinators 
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The pre-welcoming period is an important preparatory time. You will receive training and take care of 

certain administrative concerns such as taking mentor photos and completing payment forms. You also have 

the opportunity to establish a form of contact with your prospective mentees as soon as they are assigned to 

your house. This contact allows you to create a communication channel between you and your mentees 

which helps to start building relationships. This period is also vital for the gathering and bonding of the men-

tor group, in order to develop a vision for the year ahead. 

Mentor training is designed to equip you for your task as mentor as well as to develop you as a leader. 

Training will take place on a quarterly basis, with the most important trainings in your first and second term 

of service. The dates will be communicated to your head mentor; make sure to plan ahead. There are also 

additional workshops presented through the rest of the year as needed or requested by the mentors. 

3 . 1 ) PAYMENT 
A mentor is compensated twice annually, usually at the end of April and August. You are required to complete 

a Human Resources document (see Addendum C 1) and Banking De-

tails  form (see Addendum C 2). Hand both these forms to the HK or 

Headmentor (dependent on your residence/ PSO) who will submit your 

forms. Co-operation between mentors is essential: before any payment to 

your group of mentors can be completed all individual mentors’ forms 

must be submitted. In other words: if one mentor’s information is missing 

then no payment will be done for the entire group.  
 

TAKE NOTE: Payments to mentors are based on performance.  

In other words - if you do not conform to the minimum requirements throughout the year, your second payment will 

either be halved or not paid at all. Your head mentor will communicate the performance requirements to you. 

3 . 2 ) PHOTOS AND BUSINESS CARDS 
Most houses have mentor photos taken for record-keeping, to 

display when first years arrive, for their website, etc. It is wise 

to have these done before the first years arrive – if possible, 

before the December-holidays. Individual mentor photos can 

be used to create business cards for each mentor. (See Ad-

dendum S 1 for a template.) You can give these business     

cards to your mentees as well as to their parents once they 

arrive. 

 You need to go to your 
bank to have your banking 
details approved. 

 Make photocopies of the 
forms before you hand them 
in – you may need them again 
if they get lost or if any infor-
mation is missing. 

               INTRODUCTION  

TRAINING  

                       ADMIN  

  Before welcoming...  
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WELCOMING LETTER 

The first part of pre-welcoming contact is sending a letter 

to prospective first years welcoming them to the resi-

dence or PSO. The university provides a template of this 

letter (Addendum C 3) to each house . The letter informs 

the first year of the mentor programme and that he/she 

will be allocated to a mentor for the duration of their first 

year at Stellenbosch University. The letter should briefly 

describe the function of the mentor programme and what 

it seeks to achieve. With the letter a preparation ques-

tionnaire is also mailed which the first year has to com-

plete and return.  
 

It is up to individual houses to adapt the template to suit 

their environment. It is strongly suggested that you make 

use of and refer to other communication means such as 

Facebook groups in the letter. You are also free to in-

clude any other house-specific correspondence with the 

letter. The house head, HK and/or head mentor usually 

works together to compile this letter and to send it out to 

all prospective first years. If you as mentors have specific 

requests of what should be included in the letter (e.g. 

reference to a Facebook group, contact details of individ-

ual mentors), communicate this to the person(s) in 

charge of compiling and sending out the letter. 

 
 

PREPARATION QUESTIONNAIRE 

The Preparation Questionnaire is a University-compiled 

document (see Addendum C 4) that helps first years to 

think about their prospective university career. This ques-

tionnaire should be included with the welcoming letter (See 

4.1). The letter should make clear how and when the 

completed questionnaire 

should be handed 

in.  This questionnaire is 

very important because 

you will use it as back-

ground when you have  

 

the first one-on-one conversations with your assigned 

mentees in the beginning of Welcoming. 

 

 

CURRICULUM VITAE 

It is suggested that a CV template is included with the wel-

coming letter. A suggested template is provided as Adden-

dum S 2. The completed CV primarily concerns the inter-

ests of the student. It can be of assistance in residence 

roommate placing as well as in assigning mentees to men-

tors who have similar characteristics and interests. Indicate 

clearly how and by when the completed CV has to be re-

turned. 
 

 

 

 

FACEBOOK 

Social networks can be 

used for uncomplicated 

communication be-

tween you and your 

prospective mentees. 

Facebook is one of the 

most useful since it al-

lows you to post updates and important information to the 

prospective first years as well as allows them to ask ques-

tions and to bond with their fellows.  It is ultimately the 

choice of the prospective student to join the group, but en-

sure that you make him/her aware of the existence of the 

said group in the welcoming letter.   

  

 

Some residences prefer that the 
questionnaire be returned by 

mail. If so, provide the postal de-
tails. Other residences prefer that 
the first years bring the complet-
ed questionnaires in January. If 
so, make it very clear that they 

should do so.  

COMMUNICATION WITH PROSPECTIVE  

MENTEES 
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Discuss in 

house-context how a Facebook group should be used 

and managed. The HK might also want to make use of 

such a group. Appoint one or two people (e.g. HK of 

firstyears and head mentor) as official communica-

tors. However, you might also want to give the infor-

mation of all the mentors. A prospective engineering 

student may want to contact a mentor studying engi-

neering with questions about the course.  

S U G G E S T I O N :  

Use a simple title to ensure that 
they can find it easily.  

 
It is suggested that you use the 

name of the house, the word “First 
Years” or “Eerstejaars” and the 
year in which they will be first 

year, e.g. Helshoogte First Years 
2015.   



O N E - O N - O N E  D I S C U S S I O N S   

During welcoming  

ou will play a big role on the first day of 

Welcoming: the day that the first years and 

their parents arrive. The events of this day differ 

from house to house. However, as mentor it is 

your responsibility to be concerned with the social 

and academic adjustment of your mentees. You 

will often find yourself setting first years and (in 

some cases more so) their parents at ease about various 

(often trivial) matters. Be helpful and friendly. Make your-

selves available to parents if they have any concerns at a 

later stage. Business cards [Addendum S 1] can come in 

handy.  
 

 

The first time you meet with your mentees  as a group 

(probably after their parents have left) is also very im-

portant. : introduce yourself and share a bit about yourself 

and have each of your mentees do the same. Briefly ex-

plain what mentors’ function is. This is a good time to 

have them complete the Consent Form [see Addendum 

C5]. It is advised to complete all admin at this first meet-

ing. Have mentees complete an Information Form [see 

Addendum S3] so that you have all their information. En-

sure that each mentee saves your cell phone number to 

their phone and that you 

 save their numbers to your phone. 
 

At the first meeting, also ensure  

that all mentees have everything they need for registra-

tion. If they do not, this leaves enough time to have docu-

ments mailed/faxed/couriered. At the first meeting, many 

of your mentees will have many burning questions. An-

swer any other questions your mentees might have.  
 

This first meeting is undoubtedly important. Communicate 

well in advance with the HK of Welcoming to set aside 

enough time at an early stage in the programme for this. 

Also give feedback to the HK (if necessary, via the head 

mentor) after this and all other meetings with your mentees. 

If first years are tired/scared/etc. you can inform the HK so 

that they can adjust the programme.  

M E ET I N G  Y O U R  M E NT E E  F O R  T HE   F I R S T  T I M E  

It is not compulsory 
for first years to form 

part of the mentor programme – even though 
it is obviously for their benefit. If any first year 
has a problem with a certain aspect of the 
mentor programme (e.g. the letters being sent 
to their parents, any study sessions, etc.) dis-
cuss it with him/her. If you can not resolve the 
first year’s concerns, encourage him/her to talk 
to the house head about working out a “special 
mentor programme packet” (e.g. no letters). 

One of the few specific requirements the university sets for each mentor and mentee of all the 

houses, is that mentors should have a one-on-one conversation with each of their mentees within 

the first 48-hours of the Welcoming Programme. The objective of the ‘one-on-ones’ is to get to 

know your mentees, find out where their interests lie and identify any uncertainties or fears they 

may have. This not only helps build trust between you and your mentee, but can also shed light on 

situations or problems later on in the year – e.g. if they want to change course or even if family 

problems arise.  
 

Furthermore it provides you with the context on how your mentees see their university career and 

what motivates them in life – which will in turn helps you to motivate them. Even though the confi-

dentiality of your mentees should be respected, it is also useful if you give feedback to the HK on 

things picked up on during these conversations (e.g. if a mentee 

has concerns because their religious views will not be respected 

you can alert the HK to be accommodating toward this mentee). 
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Even though ‘one-on-ones’ is communi-
cated to the HK in charge of the pro-

gramme, make sure that enough time is 
set out in the programme. Ensure that 

you are aware and available during the 
times set out in the programme! 



3) INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS  

R E G I S T R AT I O N   

It is of utmost importance to ensure that all first year students are registered. As a mentor you will 

help guide your mentees through the registration process. The following page will serve as a guide 

to help you register your mentees and some possible scenarios will be highlighted. 

1) PRACTICAL TIPS  
 It helps to e-register students so that the hassle of waiting in queues can be avoided. All students 

who wrote the IEB or NSC matriculation examinations will be able to e-register. E-registration can 
be done on the MyMaties webpage. 

 Students who wrote a different set of examinations will have to go to Admin A during their respective time 
slots. The respective time slots should be in the VerwelkomingsMatie or in one of the letters posted 
to the student. 

 If the student misses his or her time slot for any reason the faculty secretary will be able to register 

students. 

 Please note that mentors are not expected nor allowed to wait in the queues with their mentees. 

2) STUDENT BURSARIES 
 Students who have a bursary of over a certain amount need not pay a registration fee. But a letter stat-

ing the amount of the bursary will be required when collecting student cards. 

 If the student has completed the NSC or IEB syllabus he/she may still e-register. 

 It will be useful to send the student to the international office to ensure that he/she has the necessary 
documentation. There are a few extra requirements in terms of registration for international students. 

 International students are required to register manually at admin A and they are required to bring the 
following: 

 A passport. 

 A study permit. 

 A copy of their matric results. 

 The acceptance letter into Stellenbosch University. 

 Proof of payment (please note that international students are required to pay a higher amount for reg-

istration). 
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4) INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS WHO RECEIVE THEIR    
 RESULTS LATE 

In many cases international students will only receive their results during the New Year. For this rea-

son these students may miss their allocated timeslot for registering at Admin A. In this case one 

should do the following: 

 Go to the international office to get their results moderated. 

 Then go to the queue by Admin A and explain to the security guard that the results just need 

to be put on the computer system. 

 Let the first year student go through in order to place his or her results onto the system. 

 Then go to the faculty secretary to register the student. 



Do not forget to have your own 
student card re-activated and 

collect a (much-needed) diary for 
yourself! Page through the first 

pages of the diary with your 
mentees and point out any rele-
vant or interesting information to 

them. 

A C A D E M I C  P R O G R A M M E  
The Academic Programme is scheduled by the various faculties. Even though residence/PSO ac-

tivities may be scheduled at the same time as activities of the Academic Programme, the Academic 

Programme is compulsory and has to take preference.  

If you are aware of any clashes, ask the head mentor or HK of mentors to point it out to the HK in 

charge of the residence/PSO welcoming programme. Be willing to be flexible! 

5) COLLECTING STUDENT CARDS 
Once registered, try take all your mentees in 

one big group to collect their student cards to 

save time and effort. You need proof of pay-

ment (or a bursary letter stipulating the amount 

of the bursary) and proof of registration to col-

lect your student card (and Matie Diary). 

PRACTICAL TIPS 

 Read the welcoming booklet to ensure that you are aware of all the sessions that your 

mentees need to attend. 

 If another mentor is going to the same place it may be useful to send your mentee with him/

her so you can focus your time and energy on something else. 

 To ensure that you do not lose any first year students give them your phone number and ask 

them to keep their cell phones on them when they are on campus. 

 If you cannot answer some questions, find out what the answer is and then get back to your 

mentee – or help your mentee to find out for him- or herself. 

 Ensure that you communicate with the HK so they know when you are with your mentees and 

when you need to take your mentees somewhere. This is important as the HK tend to be 

very busy and stressed during the Welcoming Period. 
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G E N E R A L  

S T U D E N T S  W I T H  S P E C I F I C  N E E D S  
INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS 

It is important to understand that international 

students may have culture shock when coming 

to Stellenbosch University. It would help if you 

as a mentor can speak to international stu-

dents and see how they are coping away from 

home. International students may also have 

problems contacting home thus it would be 

worthwhile to make them aware of computers 

with internet access in Stellenbosch University. 
 

It would be useful for international students to 

learn Afrikaans. The international office offers a 

basic Afrikaans module. (See Contact List for 

details.) It would be worthwhile letting interna-

tional students know this. Registration for this 

module takes place early in the year. If the reg-

istration deadline is missed then the student 

will have to wait until the second semester to 

do the course. 

 

STUDENTS IN NEED OF FINANCIAL ASSIS-

TANCE  

For students in need of financial assistance it 

would be useful visiting the undergraduate bur-

sary office (see Contact List) to see where they 

can help. There are study loans and bursaries 

available and the undergraduate bursary office 

in Admin A will be aware of the opportunities 

available to first year students. 

If there are any other financial needs other 

good points of contact are the house head and 

Student Affairs (see Contact List). 

 

FIRST GENERATION STUDENTS 

Students who 

are the first to 

study at any univer-

sity or Stellenbosch 

specifically have 

unique needs. To 

help ease the adjustment process  of first gen-

eration mentees you could let them know about 

the CSCD as the CSCD offers various work-

shops to help ensure a successful university 

career. Student Affairs also employ staff mem-

bers to specifically help first generation student 

adjust to university. 

 

For any other academic needs the 

CSCD would be a good place to start 

enquiring (the address is 42 Victoria 

street). The links on MyMaties or on 

the mentor website will serve as a 

useful alternative.  

During the welcoming programme you will see your mentees regularly, thus it is important that 

you take time to get to know them and form relationships with them so that they can feel free to 

approach you for help when the academic year begins. 
 

This is even more so for PSO students. Use the welcoming period to decide with your mentees 

on how you are going to function as mentor group during the rest of the year (e.g. regular meet-

ings, Facebook, e-mail, etc.) 
 

Please note: If the first year student is hesitant about their course, it is still possible to change courses early 

on in the year. It would be useful to communicate this to your mentees. 
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Note:  

Remember that your mentor term extends until the end of the year. The time after welcoming gives 

you more opportunity to make a significant impact on the lives of your mentees. 

T I P S  F O R  P S O  M E N T O R S :  
Try to decide on when you and your mentor group is going to meet during welcoming. Choose a default day, 

place and time that suits everyone. Also do not disregard the use of Facebook – make a mentor group 

where you can start electronic discussions. Inbox individuals. Still maintain a degree of face-to-face commu-

nication – e.g. set up a personal meeting with someone struggling with something particular or get the group 

together over a meal for one of the discussion topics. 

ONE-ON-ONES AND GROUP MEETINGS 
 

What works best for most houses, is to have group 

meetings every second week and to meet with each 

of your mentees on an individual basis during the 

other week. The one-on-one meetings can be 

very informal: walking to class together, sitting 

next to each other in the dining hall, etc. Some 

mentees will prefer group contact and others 

one-on-ones – cater to their personalities. 

 

 

 

DISCUSSION TOPICS 

Your job as a mentor not only involves “being there” 

for your mentees but also facilitating group conver-

sations which will challenge your mentor group to 

think in new ways about being a student and about 

life in general. You are not expected to be an ex-

pert or a lecturer in these conversa-

tions. You are simply introducing a 

topic and facilitating a type of con-

versation that will cause all the people 

involved (including yourself) to think 

out of the box.         …continues... 

It is strongly recommended that you meet with your mentees at least once a week. Regular contact 

ensures that you stay in touch with how your mentees are doing personally and academically. It provides you 

with the opportunity to become better friends and also allows you to pick up on any problem areas. It’s very 

important that you do not try to handle problems on your own. Rather refer your mentee to the right people. 

 

Some of the common problem areas include: 

 Struggling with a particular subject – refer to lecturer and/or tutor programme 

 Doing a course he/she does not enjoy – refer to CSCD 

 Personal problems (family, emotional, health, relational, etc.) – refer to res/visiting head and/or CSCD  

 Financial problems – refer to res/visiting head and/or bursaries 

 Problems adjusting to university and/or residence life – refer to res/visiting head and/or CSCD 

        MEETING WITH YOUR MENTEES 

after welcoming 
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DISCUSSION TOPICS (CONTINUED)... 

 

You do not need to be an expert on the topic to fa-

cilitate a conversation like this. During mentor train-

ing, you will be given certain practical tips and dif-

ferent strategies on how to facilitate these type of 

conversations. The best way to gain 

these facilitation skills is by practicing 

them. Do not be afraid to try and learn. 

You will gain priceless experience 

which you will use over and over 

again in life. 

 

The Centre for Student Structures and Communities 

give suggestions on which topics they would like to 

see covered during the year. The head mentors to-

gether with the cluster coordinator decide in which 

order these topics will be done in your cluster.  

If you feel that the needs of your house or your 

mentor group are different from what was decided, 

you are welcome to discuss this 

with your res/visiting head. To-

gether you can decide to 

change the order of the conver-

sations. You are also very wel-

come to introduce other topics 

based on the needs you perceive. However, always 

run your topics and timing past your res/visiting 

head. 

The topics  which will be covered 
during your term will be communi-
cated to you by the beginning of 

the year at the latest.  

IN HOUSE CONTEXT: 

It is strongly suggested that all the mentors in 

a house meet with the res/visiting head and/or 

HK of mentor/academics at least once a 

month. (Many residences prefer meeting eve-

ry two weeks.) At these meetings you will de-

cide on the direction of the mentor programme 

in your residence and any information from the 

university will be relayed to you. This is also a 

valuable opportunity for you to talk to the res/

visiting head and/or HK about problem situa-

tions with any mentors. 

 

IN CLUSTER CONTEXT 

There may be sporadic training sessions as 

well as meetings and socials organised in clus-

ter context as the need arise. It is good to 

make use of these networking opportunities. 

The head mentor, HK of academics and res/

visiting head of each house in the cluster also 

has to attend 

quarterly hub meetings in cluster 

context where the mentor programme of the 

cluster is aligned. 

 

IN UNIVERSITY CONTEXT 

In 2011, a new initiative was started where the 

head mentors of all the houses meet for a 

head mentor forum on a regular basis. At this 

forum the head mentors get the opportunity to 

network, exchange ideas and consolidate on 

any matters arising out of the mentor pro-

gramme on campus. The head mentor forum 

provides the mentors a means of communica-

tion back to the university. 

 

Training and/or workshops for all the men-

tors of the university will be presented during 

your term. These will either be initiated by the 

university management or be in response to an 

issue picked up by the head mentor forum.  

MEETING WITH YOUR FELLOW MENTORS
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One of your responsibilities is to write letters to 

the parents of each of your mentees twice a 

year. The first one is written in April and con-

cerns the initial adjustment of the mentee to res 

and to university life. The second one is written 

in August and comments on how the mentee 

has settled into 

university life. 

You can refer to 

the examples of 

letters at the end 

of this manual 

[Addendum S 5] for guidance. The specific 

deadlines as well as the logistics regarding the 

letters (who sends it, by when, etc.) is decided 

in house context. 

Please note the following regarding these let-

ters: 

 You have to get permission from your 

mentees to write letters to their par-

ents. You can do so at the beginning 

of the year by using the form of con-

sent and the personal detail question-

naire provided in the back of this man-

ual. [See Addendums C4 & C5] 

 You are not writing on the academic 

progress or marks of your mentees 

(marks are sent to the parents by the 

university already) but about their so-

cial adjustment. 

 Display tact when writing about your 

mentees. Your main responsibility is to 

improve the communicative situation 

between your mentees and their par-

ents.  

 Before you write the letter, consider 

having a conversation with each of 

your mentees or use the questionnaire 

[see Addendum S 4] at the back of 

this manual.  

 Your res head has to sign off on your 

letters. Make sure your language use 

and content is satisfactory before 

sending it to be approved by the res 

head.  

If you have any questions regarding the letters, 

feel free to speak to the head mentor, HK of 

academics, res head, cluster convener and/or 

cluster coordinator about it. Training or work-

shops on letter writing could be made available 

to you. 

Ask another mentor to proofread 
your letters and proofread theirs as 
well. Respect the confidentiality of 

the contents though!  

          LETTERS TO PARENTS  Note: Mentors are not required to write 

letters to parents  

WELLNESS SYSTEM 
The Wellness system was developed to provide mentees and mentors alike the tools and logging 

facilities in order to grow in a balanced manner. The individual mentee and mentor profiles are avail-

able on the wellness website after registration, as well as the statistics on the logged sessions of the 

respective residences/PSOs. 
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Further information will made available on www.sun.ac.za/bewell 
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addendums  
Included in the Manual are a range of Addendums. Addendums are divided into two categories namely:  

compulsory and supplementary addendums. Compulsory addendums are prescribed by the University of which you 
are obliged to make use. Supplementary addendums are merely additional suggested documents for each residence 

to use at their discretion.  
 

Compulsory Addendums: C 1 - C5 
Supplementary Addendums: S1 - S4 

 
ADDENDUMS ELECTRONICALLY AVAILABLE AT www0.sun.ac.za/ssg 
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C 1 
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C 2 
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C 3 
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C 4 
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